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Summary.

The European Commission recently published the results of a study which claimed over
80% of Europeans lived in areas in which the breathing outdoor air quality as measured
against standards of allowable pollutants was unacceptable for the longer term.Previously
because of urbanisation in general and the fact that  most people did in fact spend 90% of
their lives indoors, the indoor air quality was often considered ameanable with only
minimal filtration. Earlier outdoor air filtration systems were often assessed on the basis of
avoiding cleaning/redecorating  costs rather than improving health outcomes for building
occupants.
There is no reason why this situation would not be the general case in Australian city’s. 

Introduction

Recently I revisited a collection of papers in my possesion mainly on airborne particulates,
fine and ultrafine, and especially how their concentration in Outside Air, could travel
through airconditioning plant into the conditioned spaces within occupied buildings. These
papers date from the mid 1990’s to approximately 2000 and comprised journal articles
from Europe and Australia but mainly from Queensland(QUT) with some unpublished and
not peer reviewed written by myself.

My main interest at that time, lay in the design of health promoting airconditioning for both
new and existing buildings, such buildings covering a range of uses.Although primarily
design for me was to examine whether the air quality resulting  met the newly introduced
mandatory standard for PM10 but also to go further to visit the concern being expressed
that the much finer airborne particles, PM2.5 and PM1.0 and smaller were perhaps the
more damaging to health. Evidence, mainly from the US and the UK indicated that various
cohorts of sensitive receptors,i.e. children, the aged and the medically challenged, all had
different health responses to such air pollution.

The Planning Process(Built Environment circa late 20th century) 

This process generally was in the control of the Local Government bodies with a certain
amount of oversight from the State Government where considered necessary.
The various servicing elemental standards of occupied space were controlled by
Architects and Consulting Engineers in terms of the built environment using in the main
published and accepted Australian Standards which contained both
Normative(enforceable) and Advisory(discretionary) minimum standards of construction
and operation.These professionals were licensed to carry out this design and the
economic drivers involved usually ensured that best available technology not entailing
excessive cost (BATNEEC) applied.

Australian business practices in most areas of commercial and industrial activities in this
period fell far short of World Best Practice(WBP), none more so than in environmental
sustainability including human health or in energy efficiency. This was also evident in the
Planning Process.

In terms of the breathing air quality within buildings, the Australian Standard AS 1668.2
was the main determinant in normative design but even here often State Governments



varied design requirements.Planning Authorities were normally more than happy to accept
design proposals on the Engineers certificate claiming to satisfy that the State Building
Code  Requirements were met.

Best Available Technology:BAT

Monitoring and measuring instrumentation of air pollutants was steadily improved during
this period with mobile instrumentation becoming economically available. With regard to
fine and ultrafine particles, as their importance in causing poor health outcomes, became
recognised, so the ability to coorelate between instruments became important and
acceptable. For instance the SMPS devices counting numbers and measuring size
became corelated to the TEOM gravimetric device which gave a much improved ability to
compare actual results with the regulatory standards so important to State Environmental
Departments and more importantaly to the major pollutors. 

Results of Testing difficult areas of urban develpments.

Traffic densities and multilane roads were obvious the best chance of developing “hot
spots” of high densities of fine and ultrafine particle and this turned to be the case. As local
air quality measurements became available, it soon became clear background monitoring
as practised by the NEPM based State Environmental statuary departments were of little
or no use in predicting the quality of local indoor air environments especially around
“hotspots”.
Although there was available to planning authorities the proviso that indoor air quality must
be designed for by actual performance of outdoor air quality, there seemed to be no
acceptance of the need to do this. 

One Case Study concerned a major Government building positioned only metres from a
major highway and on-off ramps. A performance based assessment of the proposed air
conditioning system for what was an office building with child care centre attached,
indicated following site tests that the efficiency of the outdoor make-up air filtration
required under normal operation extensive expensive high efficiency filtration and that the
outdor play area of the building was not safe and thus the centre itself should be
cancelled. It is understood both these options were exercised.

Vehicle Emissions

The current furor regarding the cheating of reported emissions of one of the worlds major
car manufacturers in an attempt to persuade that the benefits of energy performance with
diesel fuels and engines were important has given little confidence that associated road
emission envelopes have changed or even improved over the past decade. The issue can
only be solved by a much wider rigorous regime of testing and monitoring.

State Action

Independent assessment of suspected  emission “hot spots” should require of
building owners and developers to ensure the scope of the actual problem of the
outdoor air be first defined and then that resulting system design performance be
cerficated again by independent assessors, both at design and then after
construction, by performance testing.. This is well within the present Legislation
requirements.




